The Flickr30k dataset has become a standard benchmark for sentence-based image description. This paper presents Flickr30k Entities, which augments the 158k captions from Flickr30k with 244k coreference chains, linking mentions of the same entities across different captions for the same image, and associating them with 276k manually annotated bounding boxes. Such annotations are essential for continued progress in automatic image description and grounded language understanding. They enable us to define a new benchmark for localization of textual entity mentions in an image. We present a strong baseline for this task that combines an image-text embedding, detectors for common objects, a color classifier, and a bias towards selecting larger objects. While our baseline rivals in accuracy more complex state-of-the-art models, we show that its gains cannot be easily parlayed into improvements on such tasks as imagesentence retrieval, thus underlining the limitations of current methods and the need for further research.
Introduction
From robotics to human-computer interaction, there are numerous real-world tasks that would benefit from practical, large-scale systems that can identify objects in scenes based on language and understand language based on visual context. There has been a recent surge of work in this area, and in particular, on the task of sentence-based image description (Chen and Zitnick 2015; Donahue et al. 2015; Fang et al. 2015; Farhadi et al. 2010; Hodosh et al. 2013; Karpathy and Fei-Fei 2015; Kiros et al. 2014; Klein et al. 2014; Kulkarni et al. 2011; Lebret et al. 2015; Mao et al. 2015; Ordonez et al. 2011; Vinyals et al. 2015; Yao et al. 2010 ) and visual question answering (Antol et al. 2015; Gao et al. 2015; Krishna et al. 2016; Malinowski and Fritz 2014; Ren et al. 2015; Yu et al. 2015) . Unfortunately, due to a lack of datasets that provide not only paired sentences and images, but detailed grounding of specific phrases in image regions, most of these methods attempt to directly learn mappings from whole images to whole sentences. Not surprisingly, such models have a tendency to reproduce generic captions from the training data, and to perform poorly on compositionally novel images whose objects may have been seen individually at training time, but not in that combination (Devlin et al. 2015) . Some recent works do try to find correspondences between image regions and parts of sentences Karpathy et al. 2014; Karpathy and Fei-Fei 2015; Xu et al. 2015) , but they treat such correspondences as latent and do not evaluate their quality directly. But this paper argues, and our own preliminary results indicate, that grounding of language to image regions is a problem that is hard and fundamental enough to require more extensive ground-truth annotations and standalone benchmarks.
The main contribution of this paper is providing a largescale comprehensive dataset of region-to-phrase correspondences for image description. We build on the Flickr30k dataset (Young et al. 2014 ), a popular benchmark for caption generation and retrieval that has been used, among others, by Chen and Zitnick (2015) , Donahue et al. (2015) , Fang et al. (2015) , Gong et al. (2014b) , Karpathy et al. (2014) , A man with pierced ears is wearing glasses and an orange hat. A man with glasses is wearing a beer can crotched hat. A man with gauges and glasses is wearing a Blitz hat. A man in an orange hat starring at something. A man wears an orange hat and glasses.
During a gay pride parade in an Asian city, some people hold up rainbow flags to show their support. A group of youths march down a street waving flags showing a color spectrum. Oriental people with rainbow flags walking down a city street. A group of people walk down a street waving rainbow flags. People are outside waving flags .
A couple in their wedding attire stand behind a table with a wedding cake and flowers. A bride and groom are standing in front of their wedding cake at their reception. A bride and groom smile as they view their wedding cake at a reception. A couple stands behind their wedding cake. Man and woman cutting wedding cake. Fig. 1 Example annotations from our dataset. In each group of captions describing the same image, coreferent mentions (coreference chains) and their corresponding bounding boxes are marked with the same color. On the left, each chain points to a single entity (bounding box). Scenes and events like "outside" or "parade" have no box. In the middle exam-ple, the people (red) and flags (blue) chains point to multiple boxes each. On the right, blue phrases refer to the bride, and red phrases refer to the groom. The dark purple phrases ("a couple") refer to both of these entities, and their corresponding bounding boxes are identical to the red and blue ones (Color figure online) Karpathy and Fei-Fei (2015) , Kiros et al. (2014) , Klein et al. (2014) , Lebret et al. (2015) , Mao et al. (2015) , Vinyals et al. (2015) , and Xu et al. (2015) . Flickr30k contains 31,783 images focusing mainly on people and animals, and 158,915 English captions (five per image). Our new dataset, Flickr30k Entities, augments Flickr30k by identifying which mentions among the captions of the same image refer to the same set of entities, resulting in 244,035 coreference chains, and which image regions depict the mentioned entities, resulting in 275,775 bounding boxes. Figure 1 illustrates the structure of our annotations on three sample images. Section 3 describes our crowdsourcing protocol, which consists of two major stages-coreference resolution and bounding box drawingand each stage in turn is split up into smaller atomic tasks to ensure both efficiency and quality.
Together with our annotations, we propose a new benchmark task of phrase localization, which we view as a fundamental building block and prerequisite for more advanced image-language understanding tasks. Given an image and a caption that accurately describes it, the goal of phrase localization is to predict a bounding box for a specific entity mention from that sentence. This task is akin to object detection and can in principle be evaluated in an analogous way, but it has its own unique challenges. Traditional object detection assumes a predefined list of semantically distinct classes with many training examples for each. By contrast, in phrase localization, the number of possible phrases is very large, and many of them have just a single example or are completely unseen at training time. Also, different phrases may be very semantically similar (e.g., infant and baby), which makes it difficult to train separate models for each. And of course, to deal with the full complexity of this task, we need to take into account the broader context of the whole image and sentence, for example, when disambiguating between multiple entities of the same type. In Sect. 4, we propose a strong baseline for this task based on a combination of image-text embeddings, pre-trained detectors, and size and color cues. While this baseline outperforms more complex recent methods (e.g., Rohrbach et al. (2016) ), it is not yet strong enough to discriminate between multiple competing interpretations that roughly fit an image, which is necessary to achieve improvements over state-of-the-art global methods for image description.
A preliminary version of this work has appeared in Plummer et al. (2015) . The present journal paper includes a more detailed description and analysis of our crowdsourcing protocol, as well as brand new, much stronger baseline results. By using better region features (Fast RCNN (Girshick 2015) instead of ImageNet-trained VGG (Simonyan and Zisserman 2014)) in combination with size and color cues, we are able to improve the Recall@1 for phrase localization from approximately 25 to 50 % (Sect. 4.1).
Our dataset is available for download at http://web.engr. illinois.edu/~bplumme2/Flickr30kEntities/ 2 Related Work
Datasets with Region-Level Descriptions
We begin our discussion with datasets that pair images with global text descriptions and also include some kind of region-level annotations. An early example of this is the UIUC Sentences dataset , which consists of 1000 images from PASCAL VOC 2008 (Everingham et al. 2008 ) and five sentences per image. It inherits from PASCAL object annotations for 20 categories, but lacks explicit links between its captions and the object annotations. The most recent and large-scale dataset of this kind is Microsoft Common Objects in Context (MSCOCO) , containing over 300k images with five sentences per image and over 2.5 m labeled object instances from 91 pre-defined categories. However, just as in UIUC Sentences, the MSCOCO region-level annotations are not linked to the captions in any way.
Rather than pairing images with a caption that summarizes the entire image, some datasets pair specific objects in an image with short descriptions. The ReferIt dataset (Kazemzadeh et al. 2014 ) focuses on referring expressions that are necessary to uniquely identify an object instance in an image. It augments the IAPR-TC dataset (Grubinger et al. 2006 ) of 20k photographs with 130k isolated entity descriptions for 97k objects from 238 categories. The Google Refexp dataset (Mao et al. 2016 ) is built on top of MSCOCO and contains a little under 27k images with 105k descriptions, and it uses a methodology that produces longer descriptions than ReferIt. Visual MadLibs (Yu et al. 2015 ) is a subset of 10,738 MSCOCO images with several types of focused fill-in-the-blank descriptions (360k in total), some referring to attributes and actions of specific people and object instances, and some referring to the image as a whole. Johnson et al. (2015) is another notable work concerned with grounding of semantic scene descriptions to image regions. Instead of natural language, it proposes a formal scene graph representation that encapsulates all entities, attributes and relations in an image, together with a dataset of scene graphs and their groundings for 5k images. The more recent Visual Genome dataset (Krishna et al. 2016 ) follows the same methodology, but contains 108k images rather than 5k and a denser set of annotations. Each image in Visual Genome has an average of 21 objects, 18 attributes, and 18 pairwise relations. Due to the nature of the Visual Genome crowdsourcing protocol, its object annotations have a greater amount of redundancy than our dataset. For example, the phrases a boy wearing jeans and this is a little boy may be totally separate and come with separate bounding boxes despite referring to the same person in the image. In addition, for phrases referring to multiple objects like three people, Visual Genome would only have one box drawn around all three people, while we asked for individual boxes for each person, linking all three boxes to the phrase. While the Visual Genome is the largest source of unstructured localized textual expressions to date, our dataset is better suited for understanding the different ways people refer to the same visual entities within an image, and which entities are salient for the purpose of natural language description.
Finally, there exist a few specialized datasets with extensive annotations, but more limited domains of applicability than Flickr30k Entities or Visual Genome. Kong et al. (2014) have taken the 1449 RGB-D images of static indoor scenes from the NYUv2 dataset (Silberman et al. 2012) and obtained detailed multi-sentence descriptions focusing mainly on spatial relationships between objects. Similar to Flickr30k Entities, this dataset contains links between different mentions of the same object, and between words in the description and the respective location in the image. Zitnick and Parikh (2013) have introduced the Abstract Scene dataset, which contains 10,020 synthetic images created using clip art objects from 58 categories, together with captions and ground-truth information of how objects relate to the captions. Table 1 compares the statistics of Flickr30k Entities with key related datasets.
Grounded Language Understanding
As mentioned in the Introduction, the most common imagelanguage understanding task in the literature is automatic image captioning (Chen and Zitnick 2015; Donahue et al. 2015; Fang et al. 2015; Farhadi et al. 2010; Hodosh et al. 2013; Karpathy and Fei-Fei 2015; Kiros et al. 2014; Klein et al. 2014; Lev et al. 2016; Kulkarni et al. 2011; Lebret et al. 2015; Ma et al. 2015; Mao et al. 2015; Ordonez et al. 2011; Vinyals et al. 2015; Yao et al. 2010) . Of most importance to us are the methods attempting to associate local regions in an image with words or phrases in the captions, as they would likely benefit the most from our annotations.
Many works leveraging region-phrase correspondences rely on weakly supervised learning due to a lack of groundtruth correspondences at training time. Fang et al. (2015) use multiple instance learning to train detectors for words that commonly occur in captions, and then feed the outputs of these detectors into a language model to generate novel captions. Xu et al. (2015) incorporate a soft form of attention into their recurrent model, which is trained to fixate on a sequence of latent image regions while generating words. Karpathy et al. (2014) and Karpathy and Fei-Fei (2015) propose an image-sentence ranking approach in which the score between an image and sentence is defined as the average over correspondence scores between each sentence fragment and the best corresponding image region; at training time, the correspondences are treated as latent and incorporated into a structured objective. Ma et al. (2015) learn multiple networks capturing word, phrase, and sentence-level interactions with an image and combine the scores of these networks to obtain a whole image-sentence score. Since there is no explicit map- For our dataset, we define Object Categories as the set of unique phrases after filtering out non-nouns in our annotated phrases (note that Scene Graph and Visual Genome also have very large numbers in this column because they correspond essentially to the total numbers of unique phrases). For Expressions Per Image, we list for our dataset the average number of entity mentions in all five sentences a Obtained via personal communication with the authors ping between phrases and the image, all three networks use the whole image representation as input.
In this paper, we mostly step back from the task of wholeimage description, and as a prerequisite for it, consider the task of grounding or localizing textual mentions of entities in an image. Until recently, it was rare to see direct evaluation on this task due to a lack of ground-truth annotations (with the notable exception of Kong et al. (2014) and their dataset of RGB-D room descriptions). Rohrbach et al. (2016) were among the first to use Flickr30k Entities for phrase localization by training an LSTM model to attend to the right image region in order to reproduce a given phrase. Their work shows that fully supervised training of this model with groundtruth region-phrase correspondences results in much better performance than weakly supervised training, thus confirming the usefulness of our annotations. Since then, a number of other works have adopted Flickr30k Entities as well. Hu et al. (2016) leverage spatial information and global context to model where objects are likely to occur. Wang et al. (2016a) learn a nonlinear region-phrase embedding that can localize phrases more accurately than our linear Canonical Correlation Analysis (CCA) embedding of Sect. 4. Wang et al. (2016b) formulate a linear program to localize all the phrases from a caption jointly, taking their semantic relationships into account. Zhang et al. (2016) perform phrase localization with a tag prediction network and a top-down attention model.
As a more open-ended alternative to phrase localization, Johnson et al. (2016) introduce dense image captioning, or the task of predicting image regions and generating freeform descriptions for them, together with a neural network model for this task trained on the Visual Genome dataset (Krishna et al. 2016 ).
Annotation Process
In this section, we describe the crowdsourcing protocol we adopted for collecting Flickr30k Entities. Our annotations, illustrated in Fig. 1 , consist of cross-caption coreference chains linking mentions of the same entities together with bounding boxes localizing those entities in the image. These annotations are highly structured and vary in complexity from image to image, since images vary in the numbers of clearly distinguishable entities they contain, and sentences vary in the extent of their detail. Further, there are ambiguities involved in identifying whether two mentions refer to the same entity or set of entities, how many boxes (if any) these entities require, and whether these boxes are of sufficiently high quality. Due to this intrinsic subtlety of our task, compounded by the unreliability of crowdsourced judgments, we developed a pipeline of simpler atomic tasks, screenshots of which are shown in Fig. 2 . These tasks can be grouped into two main stages: coreference resolution, or forming coreference chains that refer to the same entities (Sect. 3.1), and bounding box annotation for the resulting chains (Sect. 3.2). This workflow provides two advantages: first, identifying coreferent mentions helps reduce redundancy and save box-drawing effort; and second, coreference annotation is intrinsically valuable, e.g., for training cross-caption coreference models . Section 3.3 will discuss issues connected to data quality, and Sect. 3.4 will give a brief analysis of dataset statistics.
Coreference Resolution
We rely on the chunking information given in the Flickr30k captions (Young et al. 2014) to identify potential entity mentions. With the exception of personal pronouns (he, she, they) and a small list of frequent non-visual terms (background, air), we assume that any noun-phrase (NP) chunk is a potential entity mention. NP chunks are short (avg. 2.35 words), non-recursive phrases (e.g., the complex NP [[a man] in [an orange hat]] is split into two chunks). Mentions may refer to single entities (a dog); regions of "stuff" (grass); multiple distinct entities (two men, flags, football players); groups of entities that may not be easily identified as individuals (a crowd, a pile of oranges); or even the entire scene (the park). Finally, some NP chunks may not refer to any physical entities (wedding reception, a trick, fun).
Once we have our candidate mentions from the sentences corresponding to the same image, we need to identify which ones refer to the same set of entities. Since each caption is a single, relatively short sentence, pronouns (he, she, they) are relatively rare in this dataset. Therefore, unlike in standard coreference resolution in running text (Soon et al. 2001 ), which can be beneficial for identifying all mentions of people in movie scripts (Ramanathan et al. 2014) , we ignore anaphoric references between pronouns and their antecedents and focus on cross-caption coreference resolution . Like standard coreference resolution, our task partitions the set of mentions M in a document (here, the five captions of one image), into subsets of equivalent mentions such that all mentions in the same subset c ∈ C refer to the same set of entities. In keeping with standard terminology, we refer to each such set or cluster of mentions c ⊂ M as a coreference chain.
Binary Coreference Link Annotation
Since the task of constructing an entire coreference chain from scratch is cognitively complex and error-prone, we broke it down into simpler tasks collecting binary coreference links between pairs of mentions. A coreference link between mentions m and m indicates that m and m refer to the same set of entities. In the manual annotation process, workers are shown an image and the two captions from which m and m originate. The workers are asked whether these mentions refer to the same entity. See Fig. 2(a) for a screenshot of the interface for this task. If a worker indicates that the mentions are coreferent, we add a link between m and m . Given a set of mentions M for an images, manual annotation of all O(|M| 2 ) pairwise links is very costly. But since M typically contains multiple mentions that refer to the same set of entities, the number of coreference chains is bounded by, and typically much smaller than, |M|. This allows us to reduce the number of links that need to be annotated to O(|M||C|) by leveraging the transitivity of the coreference relation (McCarthy and Lehnert 1995) . Given a set of identified coreference chains C and a new mention m that has not been annotated for coreference yet, we only have to ask for links between m and one mention from each element of C. If m is not coreferent with any of these mentions, it refers to a new entity whose coreference chain is initialized and added to C.
In the worst case, each entity has only one mention requiring annotation of all |M| 2 possible links. But in practice, most images have more mentions than coreference chains (in our final dataset, each image has an average of 16.6 mentions and 7.8 coreference chains). We further reduce the number of required annotations with two simplifying assumptions. First, we assume that mentions from the same captions cannot be coreferent, as it would be unlikely for a caption to contain two non-pronominal mentions to the same set of entities. Second, we categorize each mention into eight coarse-grained types using manually constructed dictionaries (people, body parts, animals, clothing/color, 1 instruments, vehicles, scene, and other), and assume mentions belonging to different categories cannot be coreferent.
To ensure that our greedy strategy leveraging the transitivity relations would not have a significant impact on data quality, we conducted a small-scale experiment using 200 images. First, we asked workers to annotate each of the O(|M| 2 ) pairwise links several times to obtain a set of gold (ground-truth) coreference chains. Then we collected the links again using both the exhaustive and greedy strategies and compared them to the gold links. In addition, after collecting the links, we looked for any violations of transitivity between phrases and asked additional workers to annotate the links involved until we got a consensus. We call the resulting strategies "exhaustive plus" and "greedy plus." As seen in the Table 2 , the greedy and exhaustive strategies perform quite similarly, "greedy plus" actually performs better than exhaustive while requiring more than 30 % fewer links, and "exhaustive plus" achieves the highest accuracy on this task but at prohibitive cost. Based on these considerations, we decided to use "greedy plus" for the entire dataset, and Fig. 3 shows the source of the links we obtained using this strategy.
Coreference Chain Verification
To handle errors introduced by the coreference link annotation, we verify the accuracy of all chains that contain more than a single mention. In this task, workers are shown the mentions that belong to the same coreference chain and asked whether all the mentions refer to the same set of entities. If the worker answers True, the chain is kept as-is. If a worker answers False, that chain is broken into subsets of mentions that share the same head noun (the last word in a chunk). An example of the interface for this task is shown in Fig. 2b . There were 123,758 coreference chains with more than a single mention to verify in this stage. Of them, 111,628 (90.2 %) were marked as good by workers, with the remaining 12,130 (9.8 %) marked as bad and broken up before moving on the next step of the annotation pipleline.
It is important to note that our coreference chain verification is not designed to spot false negatives, or missing coreference links. Although false negatives lead to fragmented entities and redundant boxes (and consequently higher time and cost for box drawing), we can recover from many of these errors in a later stage by merging bounding boxes that have significant overlap (Sect. 3.3.2). On the other hand, false positives (spurious coreference links) are more harmful, since they are likely to result in mentions being associated with incorrect entities or image regions. We report the false positive/negative rates for the individual binary link judgments, as well as how many of the coreference chains created by the different strategies matched the gold coreference chains 
Bounding Box Annotations
The workflow to collect bounding box annotations is broken down similarly to Su et al. (2012) , and consists of four separate AMT tasks, discussed below: (1) Box Requirement, (2) Box Drawing, (3) Box Quality, and (4) Box Coverage.
In each task, workers are shown an image and a caption in which a representative mention for one coreference chain is highlighted. We use the longest mention in each chain, since we assume that it is the most specific.
Box Requirement
First, we determine if the entities a representative mention refers to require boxes to be drawn. A mention does not require boxes if it refers to the entire scene (in [the park]), to physical entities that are not in the image (pose for [the camera]), or to an action or abstract entity (perform [a trick]). As shown in the example interface in Fig. 2c , given an image and a caption with a highlighted mention, we ask workers whether (1) at least one box can be drawn (2) the mention refers to a scene or place or (3) no box can be drawn.
If the worker determines that at least one box can be drawn, the coreference chain proceeds to the Box Drawing task (below). Otherwise, we ask for a second and sometimes a third Box Requirement judgment to obtain agreement between two workers. If the majority agrees that no box needs to be drawn, the coreference chain is marked as "nonvisual" and leaves the bounding box annotation workflow. After preliminary analysis, we determined that coreference chains with mentions from the people, clothing, and body parts categories so frequently required boxes that they immediately proceeded to the Box Drawing task, skipping the Box Requirement task altogether.
Box Drawing
In this task, we collect bounding boxes for a mention. The key source of difficulty here is due to mentions that refer to multiple entities. Our annotation instructions specify that we expect individual boxes around each entity if these can be clearly identified (e.g., two people would require two boxes). But if individual elements of a group cannot be distinguished (a crowd of people), a single box may be drawn around the group. We show workers all previously drawn boxes for the representative mention (if they exist), and ask them to draw one new box around one entity referred to by the mention, or to indicate that no further boxes are required (see Fig. 2d for a screenshot).
If the worker adds a box, the mention-box pair proceeds to the Box Quality task. If the worker indicates that no boxes are required, the mention accrues a "no box needed" judgment. The mention is then returned to Box Requirement if it has no boxes associated with it. Otherwise, the mention is sent to Box Coverage.
Box Quality
For each newly drawn box, we ask a worker whether the box is good. Since we want to avoid redundant boxes, we also show all previously drawn boxes for the same mention. Good boxes are tightly drawn around the entire entity a mention refers to which no other box already covers. When mentions refer to multiple entities that can be clearly distinguished, these must be associated with individual boxes. If the worker marks the box as Bad, it is discarded and the mention is returned to the Box Drawing task. If the worker marks the box as Good, the mention proceeds to the Box Coverage task to determine whether additional boxes are necessary. See Fig. 2e for an example interface for this task.
Box Coverage
In this step, workers are shown the boxes that have been drawn for a mention, and asked if all required boxes are present for that mention (Fig. 2f ). If the initial judgment says that more boxes are needed, the mention is immediately sent back to Box Drawing. Otherwise, we require a second worker to verify the decision that all boxes have been drawn. If the second worker disagrees, we collect a third judgment to break the tie, and either send the mention back to Box Drawing, or assume all boxes have been drawn.
Quality Control
Since worker quality on AMT is highly variable (Sorokin and Forsyth 2008; Rashtchian et al. 2010) , we take a combination of measures to ensure the integrity of annotations. First, we only allow workers who have completed at least 500 previous HITs with 95 % accuracy, and have successfully completed a corresponding qualification test for each of our six tasks. After this basic filtering, it is still necessary to ensure that a worker continues to provide quality annotations. A common method for doing so is to insert verification questions (questions with known answers) in all the jobs. Initially, we included 20 % verification questions in our jobs, which were evaluated on a per-worker basis in batches. While this process produced satisfactory results for the first three steps of the annotation pipeline (Binary Coreference Link Annotation, Coreference Chain Verification, and Box Requirement), we were not able to successfully apply this model to the last three steps having to do with box drawing. This appears to be due, in part, to the greater difficulty and attention to detail required in those steps. Not only does someone have to read and understand the sentence and how it relates to the image being annotated, but he or she must also be careful about the placement of the boxes being drawn. This increased difficulty led to a much smaller portion of workers successfully completing the tasks (see rejection rates in Table 3 ). Even our attempts to change the qualification task to be more stringent had little effect on worker performance. Sticking with a verification model for these challenging tasks would either lead to higher costs (if we were to pay workers for poorly completed tasks) or greatly reduced completion rates (due to workers not wanting to risk doing a task they may not get paid for).
Instead, we used a list of Trusted Workers to pre-filter who can do our tasks. To determine if a worker was to be placed on this list, those who passed our up-front screening were initially given jobs that only contained verification questions when they requested a job in our current batch. If they performed well on their first 30 items based on the thresholds in Table 3 , they would qualify as a Trusted Worker and would be given our regular jobs with only 2 % verification questions inserted. To remain on the Trusted Worker list, one simply had to maintain the same quality level in both overall and most recent set of responses to verification questions. The reduced number of verification questions limited the cost since poorly performing workers were identified quickly and more new items would be annotated for each job, which also increased the collection rate for our annotations.
Additional Review
At the end of the crowdsourcing process, we identified roughly 4k entities that required additional review. This included some chunking errors that came to our attention (e.g., through worker comments), as well as chains that cycled repeatedly through the Box Requirement or Box Coverage task, indicating disagreement among the workers. Trusted worker quality is the average accuracy of trusted workers on verification questions (or approved annotations in the Box Drawing task). Min performance is the worker quality score a worker must maintain to remain approved to do our tasks. To give an idea of the general level of complexity of our different tasks, we also list % Rejected, which is the proportion of automatically rejected jobs (tasks) among non-trusted workers based on verification question performance. After we switched to a trusted worker model, we had virtually no rejected jobs a Combined
Images with the most serious errors were manually reviewed by the authors.
Box and Coreference Chain Merging
As discussed in Sect. 3.1, coreference chains may be fragmented due to missed links (false negative judgments). Additionally, if an image contains more than one entity of the same type, its coreference chains may overlap or intersect (e.g., a bride and a couple from Fig. 1 ). Since Box Drawing operates over coreference chains, it results in redundant boxes for such cases. We remove this redundancy by merging boxes with IOU scores of at least 0.8 (or 0.9 for "other"). These thresholds were determined after an extensive manual review of the annotations. Some restrictions were placed on the types of phrases that were allowed to be combined (e.g., clothing and people boxes cannot be merged). Afterwards, we merge any coreference chains that point to the exact same set of boxes. This merging resulting in a reduction of the number of bounding boxes in the dataset by 19.8 and 5.9 % fewer coreference chains.
Error Analysis
Errors present in our dataset mostly fall under two categories: chunking and coreference errors. Chunking errors occur when the automated tools made a mistake when identifying mentions in caption text. Coreference errors occur when AMT workers made a bad judgment when building coreference chains. An analysis using a combination of automated tools and manual methods identified chunking errors in less than 1 % of the dataset's mentions and coreference errors in less than 1 % of the datasets chains. Since, on average, there are over 16 mentions and 7 chains per image, there is an error of some kind in around 8 % of our images. Figure 4 shows examples of some of the errors found in our dataset.
Dataset Statistics
Our annotation process has identified 513,644 entity or scene mentions in the 158,915 Flickr30k captions (3.2 per caption), and these have been linked into 244,035 corefer-A young girl playing is a sprinkler fountain jumps on a yellow concrete spot.
A young girl is jumping on a yellow dot in the middle of a blue play area.
LiƩle girl jumping up to land on a yellow circle at a splash pad.
A young girl is jumping over a yellow circle on the ground.
A liƩle girl jumps on a yellow circle in a field of blue.
a musician plays a strange pipe instrument whilst standing next to a drummer on a stage.
A man blows into a tube while standing in front of a man at the drumset on stage.
A man blows into an electrical instrument by a microphone.
A man plays an instrument next to a drummer.
Two men perform a song together on stage. , where the blue play area is the entire blue region, and the middle refers to just the area containing the yellow dot. As it is, the coreference link the middle of a blue play area and a field of blue is not valid and there is an ambiguity as to whether the corresponding tan box (labeled 1) should cover just the yellow area or the entire blue area (either way, the box is incorrect). Furthermore, the entity mentions a yellow dot, a yellow circle, a splash pad, and a yellow concrete spot is fragmented into three chains with three distinct bounding boxes (labeled 2). In b the coreferent entity mentions a strange pipe, a tube, an electrical instrument, and an instrument are fragmented into three chains. The phrase an instrument in the fourth sentence is linked to both boxes 1 and 2, when it should be linked to box 2 alone. Box 3 for a tube is also too small, so it could not be merged with box 2 (Color figure online) The number of mentions per chain indicates how salient an entity is. The number of boxes per chain indicates how many distinct entities it refers to ence chains (7.7 per image). The box drawing process has yielded 275,775 bounding boxes in the 31,783 images (8.7 per image). Figure 5 shows the distribution of coreference chains, mentions, and bounding boxes across types, and Table  4 shows additional coreference chain statistics. 48.6 % of the chains contain more than a single mention. The number of mentions per chain varies significantly across entity types, with salient entities such as people or animals being mentioned more frequently than clothing or body parts.
Aggregating across all five captions, people are mentioned in 94.2 % of the images, animals in 12.0 %, clothing and body parts in 69.9 % and 28.0 %, vehicles and instruments in 13.8 and 4.3 %, while other objects are mentioned in 91.8 % of the images. The scene is mentioned in 79.7 % of images. 59.1 % of the coreference chains are associated with a single bounding box, 20.0 % with multiple bounding boxes (with at least one such chain in 67.0 % of images), and 20.9 % with no bounding box, but there is again wide variety across entity types. The people category has significantly more boxes than chains (116k boxes for 60k chains) suggesting that many of these chains describe multiple individuals (a family, a group of people, etc.). On average, each bounding box in our dataset has IOU of 0.37 with one other ground truth box and 49.2 % of boxes are completely enclosed by another ground truth box.
The 20 most common nouns and adjectives with their proportions of total boxes and occurrences are shown in Fig. 6 . Unsurprisingly, common nouns referring to people dominate, and adjectives referring to color appear quite often. Some phrases that could be referring to a scene or a specific image region are also quite common (e.g., street, water), providing a glimpse at the challenge faced when attempting to localize phrases since one would have to first identify the sense with which a phrase is being used.
Experimental Evaluation
Our main motivation in collecting Flickr30k Entities is to further the development of methods that can reason about detailed correspondences between phrases in text and regions in an image. To evaluate this ability, we propose the following phrase localization benchmark: given an image and a ground-truth sentence that describes it, predict a bounding box (or bounding boxes) for each of the entity mentions (NP Best results are given in bold chunks) from that sentence. In Sect. 4.1 we present a strong phrase localization baseline trained with our annotations, and in Sect. 4.2, we attempt to use it to improve performance on the standard task of bidirectional image-sentence retrieval.
Phrase Localization

Region-Phrase Model
We have developed a baseline approach for phrase localization that scores each region-phrase correspondence separately, without taking into account any context or performing any joint inference about the global correspondence between all regions in the image and all phrases in the sentence. This approach learns an embedding of region and phrase features to a shared latent space and uses distance in that space to retrieve image regions given a phrase. While there have been several neural network-based approaches for learning such embeddings (Karpathy and Fei-Fei 2015; Kiros et al. 2014; Mao et al. 2015) , using state-of-the-art text and image features with CCA (Hotelling 1936) continues to produce remarkable results (Gong et al. 2014b; Klein et al. 2014; Lev et al. 2016) , and is also much faster to train than a neural network. Given two sets of matching features from different views (in our case, image and text features), CCA finds linear projections of both views into a joint space of common dimensionality in which the correlation between the views is maximized.
Our implementation generally follows the details in Klein et al. (2014) . Given a phrase, we represent each word with a 300-D word2vec feature (Mikolov et al. 2013 ) encoding Fig. 7 Comparison over PASCAL object categories that occur at least 20 times in the test set showing how averaging the CCA score with the output of the Fast RCNN detector affects phrase localization performance only nouns, adjectives, and prepositions. Then we construct a Fisher Vector codebook (Perronnin et al. 2010) with 30 centers using a Hybrid Gaussian-Laplacian Mixture Model (HGLMM), 2 resulting in phrase features of dimensionality 300 × 30 × 2 = 18, 000. As in Klein et al. (2014) , we report results using the 4096-dimensional activations of the 19-layer VGG model (Simonyan and Zisserman 2014) , using a single crop of each ground truth region. We experiment with both classification and detection variants of the VGG network: the former is trained on the ImageNet dataset (Deng et al. 2009 ) and the latter is the Fast RCNN network (Girshick 2015) fine- (Everingham et al. 2012 ).
An important implementation issue for training the CCA model is how to sample region-phrase correspondences from the training dataset. If we train CCA using all region-phrase correspondences, we get poor performance because the distribution of region counts for different NP chunks is very unbalanced: a few NP chunks, like a man, are extremely common, while others, like tattooed, shirtless young man, occur quite rarely. We found we can alleviate this problem by keeping at most N randomly selected exemplars for each phrase, and we get our best results by resampling the dataset with N = 10 regions per phrase. It is also important to note that in some images, a phrase can be associated with multiple regions (e.g., two men). In such cases, we merge the regions into a single bounding box for simplicity (although in follow-up work, it would be much more satisfying to detect the individual instances separately).
Consistent with Klein et al. (2014) , we set the CCA output dimensionality to 4096. To score region-phrase pairs using the learned CCA embedding, we use the normalized formulation of Gong et al. (2014a) , where we scale the columns of the CCA projection matrices by the eigenvalues and normalize feature vectors projected by these matrices to unit length. In the resulting space, we use cosine distance to rank image regions given a phrase.
Evaluation Protocol
At test time we assume we are given an image and a set of NP chunks from all of its ground truth captions. 3 We use the EdgeBox region proposal method to extract a set of candidate object regions from the test image. Experimentally, we found 200 proposals to give us the best performance. Then, for each phrase, we rank the proposal regions using the CCA model and perform non-maximum suppression using a 0.5 IOU threshold.
Following Gong et al. (2014b) , Karpathy and Fei-Fei (2015) , Klein et al. (2014) , and Mao et al. (2015) , we split Flickr30k into 29,783 training, 1000 validation, and 1000 test images. Our split is the same as in Gong et al. (2014b) . We evaluate localization performance by treating the phrase as the query to retrieve the proposals from the input image and report Recall@K (K = 1, 5, 10), or the percentage of queries for which a correct match has rank of at most K (we deem a region to be a correct match if it has IOU ≥ 0.5 with the ground truth bounding box for that phrase).
Note that in the initial version of this work (Plummer et al. 2015) , we reported average precision (AP) numbers in addition to recall. However, our annotations are very sparse: there are many valid regions corresponding to some phrases, especially body parts and clothing, that lack ground truth bounding boxes because they are never mentioned in captions. This pervasive reporting bias for some phrase types, combined with the rarity of other phrase types, makes AP too unreliable. Thus, consistent with other works that perform evaluation on Flickr30k Entities (Fukui et al. 2016; Hu et al. 2016; Rohrbach et al. 2016; Wang et al. 2016b ), we only report recall in this paper.
Footnote 3 continued chunking errors and lowers our recall by around 3 %. To the best of our knowledge, the competing methods in Table 5 (a) also evaluate using ground-truth NP chunks. Rohrbach et al. 2016; Fukui et al. 2016) and those that use a shallow neural network to learn an embedding between text and image features (Wang et al. 2016a, b) . We also include the performance of the neural attention model of Zhang et al. (2016) , but note that it is a weakly supervised method trained on outside data. From Table 5 (b), we can see that switching from the classification-based VGG19 network, which was used in the initial version of our work (Plummer et al. 2015) , to the detection-based Fast RCNN network improves accuracy significantly, which is consistent with the observations of Rohrbach et al. (2016) . However, the localization quality of CCA is fundamentally limited because it is trained only on positive examples (ground-truth regions and corresponding phrases). Ideally, we would prefer to use an actual detector that is also trained using negative examples, i.e., poorly localized and background regions. On the other hand, by using a continuous text embedding, CCA can better cope with rare and unseen phrases, as well as phrases that are semantically related. To combine the advantages of both models, we put together the following hybrid scheme.
Phrase Localization Experiments
We manually created mappings from subsets of phrases in our dataset to the 20 PASCAL object categories. These mappings affect 25.32 % of all our phrases, 83.4 % of which are from the "person" type. When we encounter one of these phrases at test time, we score the proposal regions using the full detection machinery of Girshick (2015) , including bounding box regression. We then get a combined score for phrase φ and region r by averaging the detector and CCA scores:
where D CC A is the cosine CCA distance (which is between 0 and 1), and σ det is the softmax detector score (which is also between 0 and 1). For phrases that do not correspond to a pre-trained detector, we use only the CCA score. As can be seen from Table 5(c), using the detector score alone for phrases that have it is better than using the CCA score alone, and using a combination of both works the best. Figure 7 compares the performance of CCA-only with the combined score over PASCAL categories that occur at least 20 times in our test set.
Next, we introduce two more additions to our CCA + detector model to make it a very strong baseline indeed, rivaling the more complex method of Rohrbach et al. (2016) . First, we observe that we can get a big improvement by introducing a bias towards larger regions. In fact, simply selecting the largest proposal regardless of the phrase already gets R@1 of 24 %. To trade off the appearance-based score with the region size, we define the following combined score:
where si ze(r ) is the proportion of the image area the region r covers. The weight w si ze is separately determined for each of our eight phrase types based on the validation set (it is 0.2 for scene, vehicle, and instrument types, and 0.1 for everything else). The first line of Table 5(d) shows this simple method works remarkably well, increasing R@1 and mAP by about six points.
Color can also be a strong indicator of the location of a phrase in an image, especially for clothing. However, image features fine-tuned for object detection, where objects of different colors may fall under the same category, turn out to be relatively insensitive to color. Specifically, if we train an SVM classifier on top of Fast RCNN features to predict one of eleven colors that occur at least 1000 times in the training dataset, we get only 16 % accuracy (see Fig. 8a ). To obtain a better color predictor for bounding boxes, we fine-tuned the Fast RCNN network on these eleven colors. To avoid confusion with color terms that refer to race, we excluded people phrases from training and testing. We used a softmax loss (i.e., color classification is assumed to be one-vs-all) and fine-tuned the whole network with 0.001 learning rate, 0.0005 weight decay, and 0.9 momentum for 20K iterations. As can be seen in Fig. 8b , the resulting network has a much higher accuracy of 80.47 %. With our new color classifier, we add a color term to Eq.
(2) to obtain our full model:
where σ color (φ, r ) is the softmax output of the classifier for the color mentioned in phrase φ. We use this term for phrases that mention a color, 4 and Eq.
(2) otherwise. As can be seen from Table 6 , the resulting CCA + Size + Color model mainly improves the accuracy for the clothing phrase type, but because this type is so common, this leads to an approximately 1.5 % improvement on the entire test set (last two lines of Table 5(d)) . 4 If a phrase includes more than one color, all the color mentions are ignored.
Phrase Localization Discussion
As can be seen in the last line of Table 5 (d), our full model performs relatively well, accurately localizing a phrase more than 50 % of the time in an image that contains that phrase. Table 6 shows a detailed breakdown that gives an idea of how our different cues contribute to the performance on different phrase types, and the relative difficulty of these phrase types. We can see that adding the size term gives the biggest improvement for vehicles and scenes. For phrases from the scene type, we also experimented with simply predicting the whole image, but that did not give better performance, possibly due to the ambiguity of some phrases (in some cases, building may refer to the whole image, and in some cases, it may refer to an object that occupies just a part of the image). As mentioned above, the color term gives the biggest improvement for clothing. It also helps with the body parts mainly due to improved ability to detect hair based on color (brown, black, gray, and even blue or pink). In absolute terms, we get by far the lowest accuracy on body parts, followed by clothing and instruments (though the latter have just a few instances). This difficulty is due at least in part by the poor coverage that our region proposals give for these classes-as can be seen from the "Proposal upper bound" line of Table 6 , only about 50 % of body parts and 77 % of clothing items have a box in our entire set of 200 region proposals with at least 50 % IoU. We found that simply adding more region proposals decreased the precision for these phrase types, so their complex appearance adds to the challenge as well. Figure 9a analyzes the sources of errors our model makes, showing that confusion between phrases is one of the biggest sources. Figure 9b shows a confusion matrix between different phrase types, revealing a bias towards predicting bounding boxes for a person. Figure 10 shows the accuracies for the 25 most frequent phrases in our test set. Figure 11a shows examples of relatively successful localization in three images. Our model can find small objects (e.g., a tennis ball in the left example and a microphone in the middle). In the middle example, it can correctly distinguish the man from the woman. Three typical failure modes are shown in Fig. 11b , reflecting our difficulties with localizing body parts and correctly disambiguating person instances. In the leftmost example, three different people phrases are localized to the same box. In the middle example, the bounding box for arm localizes the man's visible left arm, instead of the mentioned but mostly occluded arm around a woman. In the right example, there are several revealing errors. The bounding box for two women, while enclosing multiple people, is incorrect. Further, the boxes for two separate instances of man incorrectly land on the same woman even though the gray sweater belonging to one of the men is correctly localized. This is not surprising, since our model uses the phrase itself without any surrounding sentence context, so multiple instances whose mentions are identical must necessarily be localized to the same box; there is also no constraint in our model to enforce co-location of people and clothing or body parts. In order to go beyond our baseline, it is necessary to develop methods that can decode the textual cues about cardinalities of entities and relationships between them, and translate these cues into constraints on the localized regions. In particular, since people are so important for our dataset and for image description in general, it is necessary to parse a sentence to determine how many distinct persons are in an image, which mentions of clothes and body parts belong to which person, and impose appropriate constraints on the respective bounding boxes. This is subject of our future work.
Image-Sentence Retrieval
Next, we would like to demonstrate the usefulness of phrase localization for the well-established benchmark of bidirectional image-sentence retrieval: given an image, retrieve the best-fitting sentence from a pre-existing database, and vice versa. For this, we will start with a state-of-the-art CCA model trained on whole images and sentences, which already does a very good job of capturing the global content of the two modalities, and attempt to refine it using the region-phrase model of Sect. 4.1.1. Here, the region-phrase model has to succeed at a more difficult task than in Sect. 4.1: instead of scoring regions in an image to localize a phrase that is assumed to be present, it has to compare scores for different region-phrase combinations in an attempt to determine which combination provides the best description of the image.
To get the best global image representation, we use the ImageNet-trained 19-layer VGG network and average the whole-image features over ten crops. Apart from this, we follow the implementation details of Sect. 4.1.1 to train an image-sentence CCA model that is essentially a reimplementation of Klein et al. (2014) . Given the model, we compute the normalized projections of the image and sentence features into the CCA space and do image-to-sentence and sentenceto-image retrieval using the cosine distance.
For evaluation, we use the standard protocol for Flickr30k: given the 1000 images and 5000 corresponding sentences in the test set, we use the images to retrieve the sentences and vice versa, and report performance as Recall@K, or the percentage of queries for which at least one correct ground truth match was ranked among the top K matches. Table 7 shows the results. As can be seen by comparing Table 7 (a) and (b), the global CCA has consistent performance with Klein et al. (2014) and is competitive with the state of the art, which includes complex CNN and RNN models.
Next, we want to add region-phrase correspondences to get a further improvement on image-sentence matching. Given an image I and a sentence S (which may or may not correctly describe the image), for each phrase φ i , i = 1, . . . , L, we find the best-matching candidate region r j using the region-phrase CCA embedding. 5 Then, similarly to Karpathy and Fei-Fei (2015) , we compute the overall image-sentence distance as the sum of the region-phrase distances:
where D f ull is our full region-phrase model (Eq. 3) and the exponent γ ≥ 1 is meant to lessen the penalty associated with matching images to sentences with a larger number of phrases, since such sentences tend to mention more details 
Fig. 13
Example image-sentence retrieval results where region-phrase correspondences do not help to retrieve the correct sentence. For each test image, the left column shows a ground-truth sentence and the right column shows the top sentence retrieved by our method. For each image and reference sentence, phrases and top matching regions are shown in the same color. The matching score is given in brackets after each phrase (low scores are better) that are harder to localize. Experimentally, we have found γ = 1.5 to produce the best results. Finally, we define a combined image-sentence distance as
where D CC A (S, I ) is the normalized CCA distance between the whole-image and whole-sentence feature vectors. Table 7 (c) shows results of this weighted distance with α = 0.7. By itself, the performance of Eq. (4) is very poor, but when combined with D CC A (I, S), it gives a small but consistent improvement of 1-2%. For completeness, the two lines of the Table 7(c) compare the performance of our full region-phrase model to just the basic VGG model. Despite big differences in R@1 for phrase localization (Table 5) , the two models perform similarly for image-sentence retrieval. To understand why it is so difficult to get an improvement in image-sentence retrieval by incorporating increasingly accurate phrase localization models, it helps to examine retrieval results qualitatively.
First, Fig. 12 illustrates cases in which our region-phrase model does improve image-sentence retrieval performance. In examples (a) and (b), the top retrieved sentences using the whole image-sentence model (left column) are incorrect but somewhat plausible. However, the region-phrase model is unable to locate some the phrases from those sentences with any degree of confidence (e.g., a checker in (a), people in (b)). However, the phrases of the correct sentences (right column) have much better region-phrase scores that compensate for the slightly worse whole image-sentence scores. The third example shows how our normalization term in Eq. (4) helps longer sentences, which tend to have entities that are more difficult to localize.
Despite the encouraging examples above, why is the overall quantitative improvement afforded by region-phrase correspondences so small? As we can see from the left column of Fig. 12 , the global image-sentence CCA model usually succeeds in retrieving sentences that roughly fit the image. In order to provide an improvement, the region-phrase model must make fine distinctions, which is precisely where it tends to fail. Figure 13 shows two examples of this phenomenon. For the first example image, the top sentence retrieved by our model includes a man, a striped shirt, and glasses, all with correct localizations in the image. There is also an incorrect, but plausible, localization of a microphone. However, our model is not discerning enough to figure out that the found instances of shirt and glasses do not belong to the man and that a man and a woman wearing costume glasses is a more accurate interpretation of the image than a man with a striped shirt and glasses. For the second example, the top retrieved sentence mentions a woman who is not there (and who our phrase localization model co-locates with the man). In order to make all of the above distinctions, we need not only a much more precise local appearance model, but a global contextual inference algorithm.
Conclusion
This paper has presented Flickr30k Entities, a large-scale image description dataset that provides comprehensive ground-truth correspondence between regions in images and phrases in captions. Our annotations can be used to benchmark tasks like phrase localization, for which up to now large-scale ground-truth information has been lacking. While methods for global image description have been improving rapidly, our experiments suggest that even the current stateof-the-art models still have a limited ability to ground specific textual mentions in local image regions. Methods that make use region-phrase correspondences, e.g., the sentence generation models of Karpathy et al. (2014) ; Karpathy and Fei-Fei (2015) ; Fang et al. (2015) , should be able to make use of datasets like ours to continue to make progress on the problem.
Because our dataset is densely annotated with multiple boxes per image linked to their textual mentions in a larger sentence context, it will also be a rich resource for learning models of multi-object spatial layout (Farhadi et al. 2010; Fidler et al. 2013; Kulkarni et al. 2011) . Other potential applications include training models for automatic crosscaption coreference , distinguishing visual from non-visual text (Dodge et al. 2012) , and estimation of visual saliency for natural language description tasks. Region-phrase correspondences can also be useful for training better models for visual question answering (Tommasi et al. 2016; Fukui et al. 2016 ).
